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Presentation Notes
Who I amLogisticsScheduleHandoutsPurpose of Class:Why have this class?  What’s is the value?Intent: introduce basic skills to utilize no matter what your projectCreate/implement standard PM languageCreate/Implement standard PM systemAdvantage- be able to “jump” into a project without falling shortIf you are a first time project manager, you will learn basic steps on how to make project successful.If you managed projects before, you’ll learn to complete projects in a uniform manner



Introductions 

 
Your Name & Organization 
 Expectations for the session 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Make persons from same department relocate to other tables.



What is Project Management? 

The discipline of organizing & 
managing resources in such a way 

that the project is completed within 
defined scope, quality, time and cost 

constraints. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Describe an organizational approach to managementShould be used to make better use of resources by getting work to flow horizontally and vertically



Benefits of Project Management 

 Effectively prioritizes projects to maximize efficiency. 
 Clarifies project goals, problem areas and project risk to 

enhance project success. 
 Consistently tracks tasks and milestones to better 

monitor potential outcomes 
 Expands communications among stakeholders. 
 Decreases necessary resources to do work through better 

refinement or resource requirements. 
 Provides realistic performance measures 
 Increases overall project performance, efficiency and 

effectiveness for better bottom line. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why do we want to follow PM process- there are benefits!



Project Management 
Nine Knowledge Areas 

1.          Integration Management 
2.         Scope Management 
3.         Time Management 
4.         Cost Management 
5.         Quality Management 
6.         Human Resources Management 
7.          Communication Management 
8.         Risk Management 
9.         Procurement Management 



What is a Project? 



Project Definition 

A project is a sequence of tasks with 
a beginning and an end that is 
bounded by time and resources and 
that produces a new product or 
service. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Going from beginning to end of project typically involves a definable sequence of steps or activitiesWhen a project is done something new exists that didn’t beforeCreates a plan so you know where you are now, understanding where you want to go and defining the path and resources to get from where you are to where you want to go.



Programs and Operations 

 
Programs and operations 
are ongoing and repetitive 
while projects  are a one 
time endeavor undertaken to 
create something unique. 



Project Triple Constraints 

Projects are performed and delivered under 
certain constraints: 

Scope-what must be done to produce the 
project’s end results. 

Time-time available to complete project. 
Cost-budgeted amount available for 

project. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What can affect the scope?What are the requirements to meet end result?What is project suppose to accomplish major component is quality.How do you establish time?  Define tasks, how long will they take, availability of resources and time to finish tasks could affect cost?What can affect cost?The discipline of project management is about providing the tools and techniques that enable the project team to organize their work to meet these constraintsOne cannot be changed without impacting the others.These 3 constraints are often competing: a tight time constraint could mean increased costs and reduced scope or a tight budget could mean increased time and reduced scope.



“What, I’m a Project Manager? 

The 
“IT” 

Person 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Project managers fall into 3 categories; Those who watch what happensThose who make things happenThose who wonder what happened



Project Manager 
 

The person who takes 
overall responsibility for 
coordinating a project, 
regardless of its size, to 
make sure the desired end 
result comes in on time and 
within budget 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A successful project manager must be able to envision the entire project from start to finish & the ability to insure that the vision is realized



Key Successful Project 
Manager Skills 

1.  Communications   4.  Leadership Skills 
     *  listening objectively        *  sets example 
     *  persuading/negotiating skills        * energetic/enthusiastic 
2.  Organizational Skills  5.  Coping Skills 
      *  planning          *  flexibility/manage change 
      *  goal setting          * creativity 
3.  Team Building Skills         *  patient/tolerant 
      *  motivation                                             * persistence 
      *  encourages team work  6.  Technical Skills 
      *  encourages participation        *  experience 
           *  project knowledge 
 



Project Manager  Responsibilities 

 Responsibility for overall project and its successful 
completion 

 Implement project policies and procedures 
 Identify, acquire and procure resources and tools 

required to perform work. 
 Ideally be assigned during the Initiation Phase so the plan 

will be owned by the person responsible for its execution 
 Planning and ensuring that the project is successfully 

completed at an acceptable level of quality 
 Work closely with client to ensure adequate resources 

are applied 
 



Wearing the “Big Shoes”- 
Leadership Skills 

1. Listen/ask questions 
2. Be a reliable source of information 
3. Observe what it going on 
4. Know enough to know you don’t know 

everything 
5. Be available when needed 
6. Make decisions when called upon 
7. Delegate work 
8. Don’t micro-manage- you manage the project, 

your team must manage their work 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Know your project inside outDon’t have to have technical knowledge to provide leadershipACTIVITIES:Each person discuss a project you are about to start or want to start (discuss a project that is in it’s very early stages)Determine which project will be modeled throughout the day.Discuss project- make sure everyone understands it- if its too complex break it down and pick one aspect.



5 Phases of Project Management 

 Initiation 
Planning 
 Executing 
Controlling 
Closing 

 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You must follow each step in sequenceWhat would happen if you skipped a step or got them out of order?



Phase 1 
Initiation  

Defining, Organizing and  
Initiating the Project 



Initiation 

Development of a 
vision for a project 

and the 
establishment of 

goals 



Initiation Process Activities 

This is the conceptual phase of this project that specifies 
what the project should accomplish. 
  Develop a plan 
  Development of purpose, objectives, and goals 
  Creation of statement of work  
  Selection of an initial due date 
  Development of resource costs & equipment needs 
  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If this stage is not performed well, it is unlikely that the project will be successful in meeting the needs.RISKS IN THIS PHASE: Unavailable subject matter experts Poor definition of problem No feasibility study Unclear objectives No buy-in from the organization



Project Goals 

 Should be able to clearly describe the outcomes, 
deliverables and benefits to end users. 

 Should be carefully thought out to ensure 
project is a good idea 

 Should provide criteria needed to evaluate your 
success- measures time, costs and resources 

 Should encourage consensus of core team as 
you move through each phase. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why bother with goals? I know what I want to do!Part of defining the project and its scope is to define the goals.What you hope to achieve at the end of the project- gives the project purpose.



Goal Criteria 

If you write goals that always meet these 6 criteria your 
project will have a purpose 
1.   Measurable 
2.  Specific 
3.  Agreed Upon 
4.  Time Defined 
5.  Clear Responsibility 
6.  Realistic 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Goals are what forms the project goal statement and keeps the focus on track.



Defining Project Scope 

Size of project 
How much is to be achieved 
When must it be completed 
What is the obligation of the resources 
Can budget accomplish project goals 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In spite of their similarities, all projects are unique.  They involve different goals, employ different people, take place over varying time frames and produce different results.If you’re managing your first project, select one of limited scope, time and impact to try out the process.ACTIVITY:Write a Goal Statement:This statement is: developed out of a vision; where we’re going; what we intend to do; this states the mission/purpose of the project.



Roles and Responsibilities 

The project manager is chiefly concerned about 
understanding and organizing the project during this 
phase.  The roles and responsibilities 
 
  Develop a Statement of Work 
  Define Project success criteria 
  Document project constraints and assumptions 



Components of the  
Statement of Work (SOW) 

The Statement of Work (SOW) is the principal document for 
transmitting the customer’s project requirements- 
minimal content includes: 
  Purpose statement - what are we doing this? 
  Scope statement- clearly defines what the project will 
and won’t do/defines tasks. 
   Project deliverables- what is it suppose to produce? 
  Goals and objectives- define criteria of success 



Statement of Work      (continued) 

 Cost and schedule estimates- how is the budget 
established? 

 List of stakeholders- who will be involved and 
doing what? 

 Chain of command- a project organizational chart 
 Assumptions and agreements 
 Communication plan- determine how information 

will be discussed and in what form(s) produced 



Initial Project Team 

Initially, the project manager may be the only member of the 
team.  After analyzing the SOW, the project manager 
organizes an “initial team” to develop requirements and 
identify team skills.  Initial team members: 

 
 Are usually experienced, even supervisory level 
 May not be part of the final team composition 
 Provide expertise on SOW interpretation and WBS 

development 
 Are knowledgeable in identifying skills  and team 

composition/organization 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Advantages:Two heads are better than one, three heads are better than 2Expands experts past project managerProvides different perspectivesIncreases by-inInvolves end userDisadvantages:Takes more timeMay create conflictMay produce frustration too reach consensus



Stakeholders 

Crucial to the project manager’s success is the early 
identification and management of stakeholders. 
  
Definition:  A stakeholder is anyone with a vested interest 
in the project, either positive or negative. 
  Who do you need to complete the task 
  Where will they come from 
  What will their roles be 
  What kind of skills/knowledge do they possess 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ACTIVITY:Determine stakeholders for the project.  List who would be “core” members and who are “secondary” members.



Kickoff Meetings 

Kickoff meetings are excellent communications and team-
building opportunities.  The principle is to get the project 
started on the right foot and should have all the following 
objectives: 
  Introduces team members to one another 
  Establish relationships and lines of communications 
  Set team goals and objectives 
  Review project status 



Kickoff Meetings  (continued) 

 Review project plans 
  Identify project problem areas 
  Establish individual and group responsibilities and 

accountabilities 
 Obtain individual and group commitments 



Phase II 
Planning  

Planning and 
Developing the Project 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Breaking the project into bite-sized piecesA thoughtful plan guides the project from start to finish to reach your goals



Planning Phase Activities 

The planning phase establishes business requirements,  precise cost, 
schedule of the project, the work organization and obtains management 
approval.  The activities include defining the: 
 
 Specific work to be performed & goals that define the project 
 Estimates to be documented for planning, tracking and controlling the 
project 
 Commitments that are planned, documented and agreed to   
 Project alternatives, assumptions and constraints 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Risks During This Phase:No risk management planSpotty planning Underdeveloped specifications and requirementsUnclear statement of work No Management support Poor role definition Inexperienced team



Roles and Responsibilities 

The project manager is chiefly concerned about refining 
the requirements and developing the project plans during 
this phase.  The roles and responsibilities are: 
 Develop a detailed Project Plan with assistance of team, 
tailored to reflect project needs 
 Create Work Breakdown Structure 
 Develop, or assist in the development of plans 
 Ensure Project Plan is approved 
 Assign resources to project and assign work packages 



Planning Phase Documents 

1.   Project Scope Statement 
2.  Critical Success Factors 
3.  Resource Plan 
4.  Procurement Plan 
5.  Quality Plan 
6.  Communication Plan 
7.   Project Status Report 
8.  Budget  Estimate 



7 Most Common Resources 

1. People 
2. Money 
3. Equipment 
4. Facilities 
5. Materials/Supplies 
6. Information 
7. Technology 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
After tasks have been defined and basic network established a complete list of resources can be developed. You will need to verify costs and resource availability before a final plan can be put into affect.ACTIVITY: List resources needed for the project (keep in mind the things you’ll need to get started- staff, office, etc.)



Work Breakdown Documents 

 Network Diagram 
 Gantt Chart 
 Graphical Tree 
 Task/Schedule Worksheet  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Network Diagram:Shows sequence for work, start/completion dates, and names of persons responsibleShows workflow Usually sequenced left to rightShows relationships among tasksThis is an upside down WBSGantt ChartShows beginning/ending points for each taskGraphically shows project progress against baselineGraphical Tree (resembles either an outline or organizational chart structure)Reflects lower level task details for the projectProvides a way to not only identify tasks, but also task resourcesBreaks down larger tasks or milestones visuallyVisually allows you to assign costs, stakeholders, resources and develop a scheduleTask Schedule WorksheetEstablishes task durationCalendar dates for each taskWho’s assignedStatus notesAll documents should be dated to ensure team has current informationDon’t forget to built in project management tasks into schedule- like development of reports, holding meetings, approval timelinesInclude contingency for those “unknowns”.  A little bit is good, too much might add cost/time to the project.ACTIVITY:  COMPLETE THE TASK/SCHEDULE SHEET



Project Communications Plan 

Communications planning involves: 
 
Defining the information needs of project stakeholders as 
well as identifying which people need what information, 
when it will be needed, and how they will get it. 
 
Communications is the cornerstone of how work gets done 
among different parties within a project 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Group Question:  Tell me ways to communicate?Telephone Call:Advantages:  good for short/focused communication, personalDisadvantages: playing phone tag; can be disruptive if receiver is not expecting the callVoicemail:Advantages:  short message that aren’t sensitive or personal; quick way to contact peopleDisadvantages:  can be lost or deleted; may not pick up messages in a timely mannerE-Mail:Advantages:  written record; quick and can be mass distributed; can find out if/when mail is read.Disadvantages:  may forget to save; can be impersonal if not worded right; may not read on regular bases; requires good/precise title and content; if too long, may alienate reader.Short Notes:Advantages:  they are quick/conciseDisadvantages: may be overlooked; they are limited and shortInformal Visit:Advantages:  see things in action; gives impression of productivity of team; can discuss issues in person.Disadvantages:  may be perceived as being nosy or disruptive; discussions could be forgotten or misinterpreted.Formal Meetings:Advantages: enable multiple persons to be involved in decisions/issues; can resolve issues fasterDisadvantages: can be a waste of time if not organized; some may be uncomfortable in public to express opinions.Formal Reports/Memos:Advantages:  if used sparingly it is good to communicate updates/changes; provides permanent recordDisadvantages: can be misunderstood if not explainedFaxes:Advantages:  getting things out to people at various locations; provides quick way to get things outDisadvantages: easily seen by others; if not expecting your fax or if its not regularly checked may delay decisions, etc.



Phase III 
Project Execution  

Implementing and 
Monitoring the Project 



Execution Phase Activities 

The project plan execution process ensures that planned 
project activities are carried out in an effective and 
efficient way 
 
Coordinates and guides project team members to get 
work completed as laid out in the project plan 
 
Stresses keeping resources and people focused on the 
work 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Risks During This Phase:Changes in scopeChanges in schedules No control systems in place Unskilled labor Material availability



Roles and Responsibilities 

The project manager is chiefly concerned about monitoring the project 
relative to the project baseline during this phase.  The roles and 
responsibilities are: 
 
 Manage day-to-day tasks and provide direction to team members 
performing work on the project. 
 Regularly review project status 
 Regularly review project networks, comparing schedules to actual work 
completed 
 Ensure that Project Plan is updated and signed off as needed 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Not an easy phase, even if project is smallPolitics get in the way, people get sick, your shipment of widgets from Mexico fails to arrive.Must have a contingency plan and a built-in adaptive structureThree C’s to Successful Project Organization:CommunicationCooperationCoordination



Scope Creep 

 “I’ve got a minor change to your project” 
 “I have some changes- they shouldn’t affect 
anything” 
 “Did you get the changes I left on your desk?” 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Challenge is to stay focused on the originally defined scope of work, unless it makes sense to make changes and they are agreed upon.We always want more out of a project.



 
Phase IV 
Control  

Controlling the Project 



Control Phase Activities 

The project control is a formal process with little room for 
creative license. 
 
 Compares actual performance with planned 
performance 
 Takes corrective action (or directing or motivating 
others to do so to yield the desired outcome when 
significant differences exist 
 
 



Control Phase Activities (continued) 

Types of Control: 
 Cost and expenditures 
 Attitudes of people involved in project 
 Cohesiveness/cooperation of team members 
 Schedules- review completion of tasks 
 Scope of work- evaluate scope creep 
 Quality of work 
 Contract Administration 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What Should You Monitor? Status of work being completed Volume of work being completed Quality of work being performed Cost/expenditures compared to the plan Attitudes of team members and end-users Cohesiveness and cooperation of team membersNEVER MAKE THE MISTAKE OF CONFUSING ACTIVITY WITH PROGRESS!!!!



Roles and Responsibilities 

The project manager is chiefly concerned with: 
 
 Make changes to budgets and schedules and make 
recommendations as needed 
 Review the results of quality assurance reviews 
 Approve product/project changes or participant in 
change control board 
 Watch over the project 



Recognizing Problems 

  Floating dates 
  Not  enough time 
  Too many reports, not enough communication 
  It’s always needed faster 
  90% done syndrome 
  Moving target objectives 
  Key person(s) quit/leave 
  Costs are out of control 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Floating Start:Never gets startedMaybe it’s not that importantMake time for itIf late start-communicating a new completion dateNot enough time for everything:Takes longer than we think and always more things than we have time to doTry to catch up with help of teamEliminate work that isn’t necessaryDon’t be afraid to say “no” to additional tasksChange priorities- getting done late is better than not at allWork longer-but don’t overdo itToo May reports, not enough communication:There is no substitute for one-on-one communicationThey always need it faster:Good to get things done faster if it works within priorities, resources and costs90% Done:Be honest about the assessment of the project process and how close to completion it actually isMoving Target Dates:Can’t plan or change schedules if daily or hourly changes continue to occurYou have to adjust scheduleDon’t start until plan is agreed uponThis is an indication that there is a lack of consensus regarding the plan.Key person quits/leaves:Cross train team to minimize the loss of someone Make sure work is documented by each person so someone else can come in and take overCosts spiral out of control:Keep on top of expenses; This “just doesn’t happen”- may be a result of poor communication



Recognizing Problems  (continued) 

  Staff has more enthusiasm than talent 
  The impossible remains impossible 
  Management pushes ineffective ideas on team 
  Inability/unwillingness to address problems and 

make corrections to project plan 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Staff has more enthusiasm than talent:Select skills not personalitiesWork is more than social activityGet additional training if willing and competentImpossible remains impossible:Don’t commit to projects that are impossible from the startExample of Impossible Projects:Stems from poor plans and lack of supportAlready in the works and have no hopes of completionNo staff, no budgetUnderway for 6 months with no progressNo money-you become a fundraiser and a project managerUpper management wants to cancel or significantly modify the projectImpossible or unfocused goalsManagement may push ineffective ideas:Try to work with a bad idea with good project management.



Changes You Can Make 

Changes you can make to balance the project 
that’s missing time, cost or quality: 
 Re-estimate  
 Add more people, resources or budget 
 Reduce scope of work and/or tasks, but not    
quality 
 Increase productivity- reassign in-house staff 
 



Changes You Can Make  (continued) 

  Use outside resources 
  Use overtime 
  Shift some work to client 
  Compress time to complete tasks 
  



 
Phase V 

Project Close-Out  

Bringing the Project to a Successful 
Conclusion 



Plan, Schedule and  
Monitor Activities 

The close-out phase is often the most difficult phase of 
the project’s life cycle.  To successfully close the project: 
 Administrative: redistribute resources-staff, facilities, 
equipment 
 Financial: close out financial issues, contracts and 
conduct audit 
 Complete, collect and archive project records 
 Conduct lessons learned sessions 
 Celebrate project success 
  



Roles and Responsibilities 

The project manager is chiefly concerned with: 
 Obtaining customer and management approval of 
completed product 
 Close out open action items 
 Develop post-implementation report 
 Conduct lessons learned session 
 Close out financial accounts and redistribute resources 

 
 



Good Luck with Your Projects! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ACTIVITY: For those that didn’t use your project, please write a goal statement for your project. For those who’s project was discussed, write your next steps leaving today. Call-out – What did you learn today about project management that you didn’t know?
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